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That normality was actually one of the mandatory conditions of His being the true Messiah. His clothing was
that of a normal man of Galilee of that time. The reason that the traitor Judas see also The Long Shadow Of
Judas had to literally point the Messiah out from among the apostles with whom He was standing is because
He looked the very same as everyone else, including faithful and defensive Peter who was standing right
beside Him. Then came they, and laid hands on Jesus, and took him. While the Romans did crucify Christ,
they did not use a "Latin" cross to do it. The Romans used an uppercase "T" shaped cross, as shown in the
illustration above see also Crossing The T. The illustrations below are typical of what millions of people think
of as "Jesus. But who exactly does the Holy Bible say "appears" like that? Who has such vain and false
beauty? It was from Lucifer, when he became corrupt and vain by his beauty "Thine heart was lifted up
because of thy beauty, thou hast corrupted thy wisdom by reason of thy brightness that Satan originated. As
plainly stated in the dual historical and prophetic account of "the king of Tyre": I will cast thee to the ground, I
will lay thee before kings, that they may behold thee. But the real Messiah was so savagely beaten and
crucified that "his visage was so marred more than any man. As we read, "he was wounded for our
transgressions, he was bruised for our iniquities: I will sit also upon the mount of the congregation, in the sides
of the north: But nothing has been written about any change of his appearance. Quite the contrary, Satan,
despite his total evil, is still described as beautiful and righteous-appearing - just as he is portrayed in all of
those counterfeit "Jesus" pictures. Using such a picture as a "mug shot" of the criminal Satan is Truth; using it
as a picture of Jesus Christ is a lie. What is the origin of the Satanic "halo"? How did Satanic "sun worship"
become a counterfeit for the one and only true Christian Sabbath?
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In reality, a bartender takes in much more thanks to their tips, which are virtually undocumented. These
fluctuate based upon the type of bar, the region of the country, and the time of the year, but regardless of the
circumstances, pretty much every bartender expects to take home a reasonable wad of cash each night. It is
very difficult to say what constitutes an average night of tipping as it all depends on the type of bar you work
at and the shift you end up tending. Dives On the low end of things, a bartender can literally walk out the door
with next to nothing. But this was at a little brewery in the middle of nowhere, outside of a town where a
Monday night was as lazy as lazy can get. These were very few and far between. In the middle At a more
average barâ€”say a fairly well attended music or dance venue, sports bar, or middle-of-the-road
restaurantâ€”things are generally pretty steady. Toward the top At the higher end of things we find the raging
nightclubs, fine dining restaurants, and some of the specialty cocktail bars. In some of these
establishmentsâ€”especially the fine diningâ€”you can expect the occasional night where virtually no one
comes in. At the pinnacle of things There are a few places where a bartender can make a ridiculous amount of
money. These are the establishments where that fabled six-figures may be found. They include anyplace where
the clientele is comprised solely of the extremely wealthy, such as high-end resorts or the fanciest of
restaurants. The goal of any bartender in this sort of situation is to rake in as much as possible than take it easy
for a few months. One of the main reasons that a bartender can earn so much money at these kinds of place is
not only due to the wealth of its customers, but thanks to fact that they enjoy exclusive treatment. It should be
the goal of any bartender at such an establishment to cultivate good relationships with each regular customer
and learn the specifics of their lives and drinking habits. First of all, remember everything you can about each
of your regulars. Names, details about their work or family, how they like their drink, their
opinionsâ€”-whatever. And when you deliver their check, give a handshake and exchange names. It puts a
personal touch on things. This should be obvious, but never let anyone wait too long for their drink. For every
second that they sit dry, your tip reduces. Always have a good story or a bad joke ready. A large part of your
job is to entertain and provide socializing. When things are slow, take the time to talk with your customers.
Sometimes you end up locked in conversation with obnoxious or prattling people, but sometimes you find
yourself in incredibly interesting discussions, and in either situation you usually end up well compensated for
your time. A good song can go a long way. Have a wide selection of music available, and pay attention to the
vibe of your customers. Try to put on the tune that hits the mood perfectly. Flirt, but not too much. Know
when a compliment or a wink is playful, and know where the line is drawn. Everyone enjoys a bit of enticing
attention, but remember that there is a time and place for it, and that pushing it too far can bring negative
results. It is perhaps time to start looking toward acquiring a job at one of the higher-paying establishments. It
can be difficult to work your way to the top, but a well-liked bartender can usually fit-in under any
circumstances. I once hired a heavily-tattooed, over-pierced heavy-metal dude to bartend at a super-classy
joint I was running. The reason was simpleâ€”he could be conversational, he could be funny, and he made
drinks well. And as you get better at the whole process, the only place to go is up.
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Dry heat cooking causes the exterior of the meat to brown and caramelize which gives the steaks a richly
browned complex flavor. When buying steaks, buy the best grade of meat you can afford. Look for steak with
fine texture and firm to the touch. You want the color to be a light cherry red color not deep red. Also look for
steaks that have marbling, as it is the thin threads of fat running through the meat that make it prime and gives
the wonderful flavor. Marbling is the white fat that you see in all cuts of beef. Remember that a substantial
amount of evenly distributed marbling is a good thing. Look for small, evenly distributed specks of fat rather
than larger and sparser ones. Marbling are the fine specks of fat within the meat. While studies show that
marbling does not significantly increase the caloric count of beef, it greatly enhances flavor and tenderness.
Beef that is richly marbled gets a higher grade as it is more tender, juicy, and flavorful because the
intramuscular fat melts and bastes the flesh during cooking. Also, since fat insulates, marbling provides some
insurance against overcooking. To avoid fat in steak is to avoid steak altogether! Size or thickness matters
when purchasing steaks. A thin cut is likely to get dried out. The thickness of the steak is more important than
the weight. Grading Cuts of Beef: The highest grade in the United States meat grading system. This marbling,
as well as other factors such as feed quality, and aging, adds to the rich flavor and fine texture of the best cuts.
Prime beef is most commonly sold in fine restaurants, specialty meat markets and is exported to upscale
restaurants in foreign countries. USDA Choice is the next best grade of beef. Choice has less marbling than
Prime but more than Select. Select can be somewhat more tough in texture and can dry out more easily when
overcooked, especially as steaks. Choice beef is typically found in the service meat case at your local grocery
store. Select has the least amount of marbling of the top three grades, making it leaner but possibly less tender,
juicy or flavorful than Prime or Choice. Select is most commonly found in the self-service meat case at your
local grocery store. Not recommended for top-quality steaks. Do not salt your steaks just before cooking. Salt
after the steak is cooked to your liking, has rested the required time, and just before serving. Salt brings
moisture water to the surface of the steak, and the water sits on the surface as you cook the steak. Thus, you
are again basically steaming the steak. If, for example, you were to season a steak just 10 minutes before
grilling, beads of moisture would appear on the surface, eventually forming a shallow puddle of juices. On the
grill, the steak would turn gray, not brown. Meat cells brown at around degrees F. This salt curing method can
make a choice cut of steak taste like prime steak. Use coarse, kosher, or sea salt only not fine table salt. Use
1-inch steaks or thicker. Cover both sides of your steak generously with salt. Let sit at room temperature for
one 1 hour. If using thinner or thicker steaks, modify the time accordingly. Rinse off all the salt with water and
then pat the steaks completely dry with paper towels. Cook the steak to you liking. Using A Meat
Thermometer: What constitutes rare and medium-rare cooked meat? To satisfy government home economists,
the Beef Council says rare beef means an internal temperature of degrees F. Well, that is ok if you like
well-done and dry meat. If you like moist, rosy meat like I do , rare begins when the internal temperature
registers degrees F. To cook your meat properly, you must purchase and use a good instant-read digital meat
thermometer. This is the type of cooking and meat thermometer that I prefer and use in my cooking. I,
personally, use the Thermapen Thermometer shown in the photo on the right. To learn more about this
excellent thermometer and to also purchase one if you desire , just click on the underlined: Residual Heat or
Carry-Over Cooking: Remember, the steak will continue to cook as it sets. The temperature will rise to
degrees F. So, pay attention to how long you let the cooked steak sit before serving! Carry-over cooking is
caused by residual heat transferring from the hotter exterior of the meat to the cooler center. As a general rule,
the larger and thicker the cut of meat, and the higher the cooking temperature, the more residual heat will be in
the meat, and the more the internal temperature will rise during resting due to carry-over cooking. This means
the meat must be removed from the heat at an internal temperature lower than your desired final internal
temperature, allowing the residual heat to finish the cooking.
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